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Abstract
Time gap, defined as the time difference between the departure of the leading vehicle and the arrival of the following at the
designated test point, is of great importance for both microscopic and macroscopic traffic modeling. In this paper, we report 
our recent investigation on a large amount of time gap data. By categorizing time gaps according to traffic conditions
(indicated by travel speeds) and driving conditions (including no-speed-change, acceleration, and deceleration), we first
studied the uncertainty in drivers’ gap selection, which is determined by drivers’ perception of selecting a comfortable and 
safe distance to the front vehicle. As we found out, under congested conditions, the average time gaps selected by drivers
display little variation when drivers do not accelerate or decelerate; but when drivers are accelerating or decelerating, on
average, they choose different time gaps with different speeds.
We further studied the impact of the uncertainty of drivers’ gap selection on the macroscopic traffic variables by
considering the road traffic as a stochastic process. We derived a shifted Gamma traffic count distribution to describe the
randomness of traffic flow caused by the uncertainty of drivers’ gap selection, and then derived the fundamental diagram
(FD) based on the count distribution. We found out that the uncertainty of drivers’ gap selection partially contributes to the
scatter in the FD; and the shape of the FD changes with driving conditions: the right-hand-side of the FD most likely is a
linear line for no-speed-change condition; but it becomes a convex curve when vehicles are accelerating and a concave curve
when decelerating. The different capacity values shown in the FD offer a possible explanation for the “capacity drop”.
© 2013 X. Wu. Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and peer-review under responsibility of Delft University of Technology”
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1. Introduction
Time gap, defined as the time difference between the departure of the leading vehicle and the arrival of the
following at the designated test point (i.e., from the rear bumper to the front bumper), is of great importance for
both microscopic and macroscopic traffic modeling. It implies drivers’ behaviors of reacting to the driving
environment, especially to the preceding vehicle; therefore it is an important aspect of drivers’ psychology
because this value not only shows a driver’s choice of the “desirable distance” (when traffic is not congested),
but also indicates the confidence level of her ability to control the vehicle and avoid the accident (when traffic is
heavy). Essentially, it represents drivers’ driving philosophy. We should note that we distinguish the time gap
from the time headway, which consists of a time gap and a passage time (the time for a vehicle to pass a point).
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  Time gap is a random variable, because drivers’ gap selection varies as a function of driver skills, driver state 
and visual conditions (van Winsum, 1999). This is evidenced by the experimental study done by van Winsum 
(1998) who reported that there are substantial differences in the value of drivers’ preferred time headway and 
such differences are “related to perceptual-motor skills related to the transformation of visual information to an 
action in driving”. Drivers’ gap selection also depends on the mental effort and attention the driver is willing to 
pay to the lead vehicle, as concluded by Heino (1996), who found a large increase in mental effort, measured as 
reduction in heart rate variability, when drivers were asked to follow at a smaller headway than preferred. In all, 
drivers’ gap selection is a complicated process. In order to select the most appropriate time gap between her 
current position and the vehicle in front, a driver needs to estimate the distance and speed difference to the front 
vehicle. Without any accurate measurement tool and within a very short time, drivers can only trust their own 
perceptions, which may or may not be an accurate estimation. The uncertainty in human perception essentially 
leads to the uncertainty of time gaps. By statistically analyzing the time gap data, we hope to describe the 
uncertainty; so we can gain a better understanding of the process of gap selection, which will in turn contribute 
to traffic flow theory. 
 
  Many researchers have studied the time gap. For example, Banks (2003) collected gap data from 30-sec loop 
detector data and found that “average time gaps display little or no variation with speed … throughout most of 
the congested flow regime.” Nishinari et al. (2003) offered an interpretation to the wide scattering of 
synchronized traffic using the time gap data collected by dual loop detectors. The same data set was used by 
Wagner (2004) to study the gap distributions based on a hypothesis about the underlying stochastic process of 
car-following drawn by the author. But the data used in these studies are either aggregated (30-sec) or very 
limited. As gap plays a vital role in traffic flow modeling, further investigation is certainly needed.  
 
  We differentiate our work by focusing on the following two aspects. First, we investigate the uncertainty of 
drivers’ gap selection using a large amount of time gap data. We emphasize “a large amount” here because 
limited data, to a large extent, constrained previous research. As we know, drivers’ gap selection is extremely 
complicated due to its heterogeneity caused by not only traffic conditions (e.g. different speeds, vehicle types, 
etc.), but also the “considerable differences” existing between the car-following behaviors of drivers (Ossen & 
Hoogendoorn, 2011). Drivers may behave completely differently under different traffic situations. Therefore, 
directly analyzing the gap data collected from mixed conditions may provide an incomplete or even wrong 
picture of drivers’ reactions. So what we need to find are “stationary” traffic states, in which drivers are driving 
at relatively the same speed and have the similar maneuver but still have the freedom to choose a favorable gap. 
It is still questionable if such traffic states exist when traffic is congested especially at signalized intersections 
(the data we use in this research were collected from a signalized arterial), in which traffic is periodically 
interrupted by traffic lights and even becomes “stop-and-go”. But using a large amount of data, we are able to 
find stationary traffic states. In detail, this research first distinguishes gap data according to different traffic and 
driving conditions, and then investigates drivers’ behaviors of gap selection under different circumstances. In 
other words, we analyze drivers’ gap selection under different traffic conditions (indicated by different speeds) 
and with different driving actions (e.g. maintaining the same speed, accelerating, and decelerating). This can 
only be done when a large amount of data is available. Such differentiation, we believe, greatly helps us gain a 
better understanding of driving behaviors.  
 
  The second objective of this research is to investigate the impact of the uncertainty of drivers’ gap selection on 
macroscopic traffic flow. It’s our belief that the inherent complexities in macroscopic traffic flow can be 
explained by investigating microscopic driving behaviors. Here we focus on how the uncertainty of drivers’ gap 
selection contributes to the scatter in the fundamental diagram (FD), especially in the congested regime. The 
interpretation of the scatter in the FD is considerably controversial (Edie, 1961; Hall et al. 1986; Cassidy, 1998; 
Helbing, 2001; Nagel et al. 2003; Kerner & Chrysler, 2004; Wu et al., 2011; etc.). But most of existing research 
focuses on the impact caused by the heterogeneous traffic. Previous studies have demonstrated that the scatter in 
the FD could be caused by traffic conditions indicated by different speeds (Del Castillo & Benitez, 1995; 
Cassidy, 1998; Schonhof & Helbing, 2009) or by different driving conditions such as acceleration or 
deceleration (Kim & Zhang, 2008), but none has studied the impact of the uncertainty of drivers’ gap selection. 
Because of the variation of drivers’ gap selection, flow and density could show oscillation even when traffic is 
homogeneous in which travel speed for each car and driving maneuver for each driver are similar. This 
oscillation is one of the factors that contribute to the scatter in the FD. Note homogeneous traffic does not mean 
that all drivers’ gap selection behaviors are identical. Indeed, drivers’ gap selection should be different because it 
is purely a personal decision. So even when traffic is homogeneous, drivers still have freedom to select a 
favorable gap. 
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  However, quantifying the impact caused by the uncertainty of drivers’ gap selection is a challenging task 
mainly because we are lack of knowledge of drivers’ gap selection behavior under different traffic and driving 
conditions. But with our investigation done in the first part of this paper, we found out that drivers’ selection of 
time gaps follows a Gamma distribution and the control parameters for the distributions vary with different 
traffic and driving conditions. With this knowledge, we are able to formulate drivers’ gap selection under a 
stationary traffic condition as a stochastic process. By analyzing the properties of this process, we can derive 
flow, density, space mean speed, and the FD, and then quantify the range of the scatter in the FD caused by the 
uncertainty of drivers’ gap selection. Note simply averaging the observed data to derive flow, density and speed 
could create large variations. More precisely, we treat traffic as a stochastic process and apply a count model to 
estimate flow, density and speed. We further offer some explanations for the “capacity drop” phenomenon 
observed by previous research (e.g. Hall & Agyemang-Duah, 1991) based on our analysis results.  
 
  Another thing we should point out is that since we use the data collected from signalized arterials, the gap 
selection behaviors observed in this research might be different with the behaviors on freeway; and the FD 
derived based on drivers’ behavior on signalized arterials could be merely for arterials. But the methodology 
introduced here is general and can be applied to freeway traffic. Also the arterial FD studied here is different 
with the macroscopic arterial FD proposed in recent research (Geroliminis & Daganzo, 2008; Daganzo & 
Geroliminis, 2008; Helbing, 2009). In their studies, the FDs are urban-scale and derived using the data from a 
large network with many intersections. The FD studied in this research is more microscopic.  
 
  The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains the data collection and categorization, followed by the 
statistical analysis of the observed data in Section 3. Section 4 investigates the impact of the uncertainty in 
drivers’ gap selection on the FD by describing the gap selection as a stochastic process. Section 5 concludes this 
paper with some remarks. 
 
2. Data collection 
 
2.1 High-resolution traffic data collection 
 
  To support our investigation, a large amount of time gap data were collected using the SMART-SIGNAL 
(Systematic Monitoring of Arterial Road Traffic Signals) technology developed at the University of Minnesota 
(Liu & Ma, 2009; Liu et al., 2009). The SMART-SIGNAL is capable to continuously collect and archive high-
resolution event-based vehicle-detector actuation and signal phase change data. Event data record the times (with 
the time measurement precision of millisecond) when a vehicle arrives at and departs from a loop detector; from 
that, the time gap between two consecutive vehicles (t୥,୧) and passage time (t୮,୧, the time that the detector is 
occupied by a vehicle) can be extracted (see Fig.1). Note that the direct measurement from the SMART-
SIGNAL is the time interval between vehicle-on ( ௜ܶାଵ௢ ) and vehicle-off ( ௜ܶ
௙) (i.e. tt୧ in Fig. 1). The time gap (t୥,୧) 
essentially is the summation of  tt୧ and (݈ௗ ݒ௜ାଵΤ ). Here ݈ௗ is the length of loop detector (i.e. 6 feet), and ݒ௜ାଵ is 
the travel speed of the (i + 1)୲୦ vehicle. The speed estimation will be discussed in the next chapter. 
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Fig. 1 Time gap and passage time 
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  The SMART-SIGNAL system has been installed on a major arterial (Trunk Highway 55) with six intersections 
in the Twin Cities area since Sept. 2008. All intersections are equipped with vehicle-actuated signals, with 
advance detectors typically located 400 feet upstream from the stop-line for green extension on the major 
approach and stop-bar detectors located right behind the stop-line for presence detection on the minor approach. 
For research purposes, we have also installed stop-bar and link entrance detectors on major approaches. Fig. 2 
shows the detector configurations for three intersections (Winnetka Ave., Rhode Island Ave., and Glenwood 
Ave.). The data for the entire year from Sept. 2008 to Aug. 2009 from all detectors at these six intersections are 
utilized in this research to investigate drivers’ gap selection. 
 
TH 55
Rhode Island Ave.
Glenwood Ave.
TH 55
Winnetka Ave.Boone Ave. Douglas Dr.
Stopbar detectors
Entrance detectors
Advance detectors
Phase 6 (WB)
400 ft
842 ft 1777 ft2635 ft
400 ft 400 ft 400 ft
400 ft
Phase 2 (EB)
2635ft
400 ft
400 ft
 
 
Fig. 2 Layout of TH55 test site 
 
2.2 Data categorization 
 
  As we mentioned before, directly analyzing the gap data collected from mixed conditions may provide a false 
impression of drivers’ behaviors. Therefore, a key step in this research is to categorize the data according to 
different traffic and driving conditions.  
 
  The traffic condition is simply indicated by the vehicle speed, which can be estimated using the passage time as 
described in Eq. 1: 
 
v୧ =
୪౛
୲౦,౟
       (1) 
 
  where v୧ is the speed for the i୲h vehicle; lୣ is the effective vehicle length; and t୮,୧ is the passage time for the i୲h 
vehicle.  
 
  To estimate speed, we assume a constant effective vehicle length of 25 ft, since less than 1% vehicles are trucks 
based on our observation. In addition, to reduce the impact of long vehicles (i.e. trucks, school buses, etc.), we 
applied a method proposed by Liu & Sun (2011) to filter any data with long vehicles. In their methods, a long 
vehicle can be identified when there is a dramatic change of passage time within a platoon. But we have to admit 
that the assumption of a constant effective vehicle length will bring errors for speed estimation and later data 
categorization even that this number has been well calibrated as presented in our previous research (Liu et al., 
2009). However since speed estimation is much more sensitive to effective vehicle length when travel speed is 
high and our research focuses on congested traffic with low speed, this, to some extent, reduces the estimation 
errors brought by effective vehicle length. But nevertheless, this assumption will bring some estimation errors, 
which, unfortunately, cannot be eliminated using the data we have so far.  
 
  With speed values, different traffic conditions can be identified by different speeds. But even with the same 
speed, driving conditions could be very different. Here, driving conditions mean different driving maneuvers, 
including no-speed-change, acceleration, and deceleration. As we know, different driving maneuvers may 
significantly impact drivers’ gap selections; so we need to further categorize gap data according to driving 
conditions.  
 
  However, the event data do not provide vehicles’ acceleration/deceleration rates. To conquer this difficulty, we 
search groups of vehicles with at least four consecutive vehicles (i.e. platoons, with platoon size equal to or 
larger than four). If the speed difference for all vehicles within a group is less than 1 mph, we call it the “no-
speed-change” driving condition. If the speeds for all vehicles within a group keep increasing and the speed 
difference between any two consecutive vehicles is equal to or larger than 2 mph, we believe vehicles are 
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accelerating and we call it the “acceleration” driving condition. Similarly, if the speeds for all vehicles within a 
group keep decreasing and the speed difference between any two consecutive vehicles is equal to or larger than 2 
mph, we call it the “deceleration” driving condition. Note the requirement of the minimum platoon size of four 
increases the accuracy of data categorization, but at the price that many cases have been thrown away. But since 
we have a large amount of gap data collected from an entire year, we still are able to find millions of vehicle 
groups, which satisfy our requirements.  
 
  Additionally, we only investigate gap data when traffic is congested, because in congested traffic, drivers can 
select their gap but not their speed (conversely, in free traffic, drivers can select their speed but not the gap). In 
addition, because the left-hand-side of the arterial FD (i.e. traffic is uncongested) is clearly a straight line 
indicated by the speed limit (Wu et al., 2011); but the right-hand-side of the arterial FD (i.e. traffic is congested) 
is chaotic with a large scatter and lack of explanations. Therefore in this paper, we are only interested in 
congested traffic condition. To satisfy this condition, we exclude the data with large gap value (larger than 5sec). 
The large gap values simply indicate that traffic is not congested, since drivers can choose gaps freely. Note that 
we also exclude the data with very high speed (larger than the speed limit of 50 mph) since these data clearly 
indicate free-flow traveling. 
 
3. Data analysis 
 
3.1 Number of time gaps 
 
  Following the procedure described in Section 2, we first distinguished the time gap data according to the 
associated different speed values. So time gaps with a similar speed (speed difference is within 1 mph) are 
grouped together. Then the grouped time gap data are further separated based on whether drivers are maintaining 
the same speed, accelerating, or decelerating. Therefore, for a speed value, there are three sets of gap data 
corresponding to no-speed-change, acceleration, and deceleration respectively. Using an entire year’s gap data, 
in total, we identified over 3 million records of time gaps for all 6 intersections. Since there are 150 categories 
(50 different speeds * 3 different maneuvers), each category has over 2000 records of time gaps on average. 
 
  But these records are not evenly distributed to each category. As shown in Fig. 3, based on no-speed-change 
data, we found out that when speed is smaller than 10 mph, it is difficult to observe the platoons with 4 or more 
than 4 vehicles traveling at similar speed. This finding is consistent with the characteristics of congested traffic: 
when traffic is getting more congested, traffic becomes more unstable. Under this condition, it becomes more 
difficult to find the stationary traffic condition. From the figure, we can also see that even using an entire year’s 
data, we still cannot find enough stationary cases with the travel speed less than 5 mph. This could indicate that 
there might be no so-called “stationary” traffic conditions when speed is less than 5 mph, since traffic becomes 
“stop-and-go” with continuously deceleration, stop, and acceleration. But we do observe a large amount of no-
speed-change data for traffic conditions with the travel speed larger than 10 mph but less than the free-flow 
speed (i.e. speed limit) of 50 mph (note for some intersections, speed limit is 55 mph). This observation indicates 
that even for interrupted traffic flow at signalized intersections, there are situations that drivers keep a constant 
speed, i.e. stationary traffic condition, when traffic is congested.  
 
 
 
Fig. 3 Number of gaps at Int. Boone and Winnetka under no-speed-change condition 
 
3.2 Time gap vs. speed 
 
  A controversial topic about time gap is whether drivers will choose different time gaps when driving speed 
varies. Banks (2003) has pointed out that “average time gaps display little or no variation with speed” when 
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traffic is congested. Here we would like to re-investigate this issue by simply comparing the values of mean and 
standard deviation estimated from different time gap data sets, which are associated with different speeds and 
driving conditions.  
 
  Fig. 4 presents the mean and standard deviation values estimated from the gap data collected at the Intersection 
of Boone Ave. For comparison, we also present the mean and standard deviation values of passage times. 
Clearly the passage time is an inverse function of speed (see Eq. 1), but time gap data show much more 
complicated relationship with speed. As presented in the figure, when the driving condition is no-speed-change 
(i.e. drivers keep the speed unchanged), the average time gaps do not change with speed. There might be a litter 
dispersion when speed is very small (less than 5 mph) or very high (over 55 mph), but overall, the average time 
gaps display little variation with speed. This observation is consistent with what Banks (2003) has observed. 
However, when driving condition is acceleration or deceleration, on average, drivers choose different time gaps 
when speeds are different. As shown in Fig. 4, during acceleration, drivers select longer time gaps when speed is 
higher; by contrast, during the deceleration process, drivers choose shorter time gaps when speed is higher. The 
standard deviation is an increasing function with speed during acceleration, but keeps relatively constant when 
deceleration is involved.  
 
 
 
Fig. 4 Mean and standard deviation of passage time vs. speed at Int. Boone 
 
  We further put the average time gap values for three driving conditions in the same diagram to see the 
differences among them. Fig. 5 shows the comparisons for four intersections (Int. Boone, Int. Winn, Int. Rhode, 
and Int. Glenwood). We removed the categories with sample size less than 100 in order to get a better curve 
fitting. As shown in the figure, the average time gaps for no-speed-change are significantly smaller than the 
values for acceleration and deceleration. But the relationship between the average time gap and speed indicates 
the same trend for all four intersections: when there is no acceleration and deceleration, drivers most likely 
choose a similar time gap; but during accelerating, drivers select larger gaps when speed is higher; and during 
decelerating, drivers prefer smaller gaps when speed is higher. So the average time gaps do display variation 
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with different speeds when acceleration or deceleration is involved. Although these observations cannot be
comprehensively explained using the data we have now, some behaviors indicated in the figure are consistent 
with our driving habits. For example, if the speed is low, the smaller gaps in the acceleration regime compared to
these in the deceleration regime (see Fig. 5) might be simply because of anticipation; conversely, for speeds near 
the design speed, the larger gaps in the acceleration regime compared to the decelerating regime may be resulted
from the fact that not all accelerating drivers are in the car-following regime. Some of them are actually in the 
regime of free-flow driving.
Fig. 5 Avg. time gap values for different driving conditions for four intersections (the categories with sample
size less than 100 have been excluded for curve fitting)
3.3 Time gap distributions
  Mean and standard deviation only give a rough picture of the drivers’ behaviors. To fully understand the
uncertainty of drivers’ gap selection, we need a distribution to describe the data. The histograms generated from
the data sets with different speeds and driving conditions are presented in Fig. 6. These histograms depict the 
frequencies of time gaps occurring in certain ranges of values. Apparently, these diagrams are asymmetric with
heavy tails. Therefore, the possible distributions to describe such data could be the Log-Normal, Gamma, or 
Weibull.
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Fig. 6 The Gamma/Log Normal/Weibull fittings for data sets with different speeds and traffic conditions (Data 
from Int. Boone, Int. Winn, and Int. Doug respectively) 
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  Applying the maximum likelihood approach (we use the “distribution fitting toolbox” in Matlab), we fitted the 
data according to the Log-Normal, Gamma, and Weibull distributions. The statistics including log-likelihood 
(i.e. log(LLH)), mean, and variance values are presented in Table 1. Also, the data fitting plots are shown in Fig. 
6. Based on the values of log(LLH), both the Log-Normal and Gamma fittings are better than the Weibull fitting, 
but there is no significant difference between the Gamma and Log-Normal fittings. For some data sets, the Log-
Normal fitting has larger log-likelihood values (see Table 1); but for other data sets, the Gamma fitting has larger 
log-likelihood values (see Table 1). We choose the Gamma distribution to describe the data simply because the 
Gamma has some good properties, which allow us to continue our analysis as described in the next section. 
 
Table 1: Data fittings by three distributions 
 
 Log-Normal fitting Gamma fitting Weibull fitting Log(LLH) Mean Var. Log(LLH) Mean Var. Log(LLH) Mean Var. 
No-Speed-
Change dataa -15078 1.22 0.36 -15204 1.22 0.30 -16250 1.22 0.33 
Acceleration 
datab -3845 1.21 0.29 -3759 1.20 0.24 -3969 1.20 0.26 
Deceleration 
datac -10019 1.63 1.13 -10269 1.63 0.89 -10603 1.64 0.95 
a. Data collected from Int. Boone when speed is around 30mph (see Fig. 6a). 
b. Data collected from Int. Winn when speed is around 15mph (see Fig. 6b). 
c. Data collected from Int. Doug when speed is around 47mph (see Fig. 6c). 
 
  We also analyze the relationship between the distributions and the speed. Each data set, which is associated 
with a speed and a driving condition, is fitted by a Gamma distribution. Then we put the probability density 
curves for all different speeds but with the same driving conditions in the same figure for comparison. Fig. 7 
presents the results for three driving conditions based on the data collected from the Intersection of Boone Ave. 
As shown in the figure, for no-speed-change data sets, all curves have a similar shape, regardless what speed 
they are associated with. This further verifies that the gap selection is not a function of speed under the driving 
condition of no-speed-change. However, for acceleration and deceleration data sets, the shapes of curves are 
changing as the speed changes. Particularly, during acceleration, the curves become flatter as the speed 
increases, leading to the increasing mean and variance values; but during deceleration, the curves become steeper 
as the speed increases, leading to the decreasing mean values (note the change of variance is small). So far we 
cannot offer more detailed explanation for this observation. Further investigation is desirable. 
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Fig. 7 Gamma fittings for data sets with different speeds and driving conditions (Data from Int. Boone)
No-Speed-Change
(Data Collected from Int. Winn)
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4. Impact on the fundamental diagram (FD) 
 
  The variation of time gaps with the same traffic and driving conditions evidences the uncertainty of drivers’ gap 
selection, and the uncertainty can be described using a Gamma distribution. Based on this finding, the following 
work is to derive the FD by assuming that drivers’ gap selection follows a Gamma distribution. By doing so, we 
would be able to quantify the impact of the uncertainty of drivers’ gap selection on the FD.  
 
  The key issue here is how to derive the macroscopic traffic variables (i.e. flow, space mean speed, and density) 
based on the assumption that the gaps between vehicles follow a distribution. Since we know the speed of each 
individual vehicle (estimated by Eq. 1), the space mean speed can be accurately calculated by Eq. 2. With the 
known space mean speed, if we can derive the flow, the density can be estimated based on the fundamental 
relationship between flow, speed, and density.  
 
vୱ = (m σ (1 v୧Τ )୫୧ୀଵΤ )                                               (2) 
 
  where vୱ is the space mean speed; v୧ is the speed for the i୲h vehicle; and m is the number of vehicles within a 
category. 
 
  Directly averaging individual gap data to estimate flow, however, would be inappropriate because it will bring 
large variance on flow. Instead, we should consider the road traffic as a stochastic process. Given the time 
intervals between two consecutive vehicles (i.e. time gaps) follow a Gamma distribution, we try to derive the 
distribution of traffic counts within a fixed time interval T (note when T = 3600sec, the count is hourly traffic 
flow rate). Applying the count method, we are able to derive the distribution of the flow based on the distribution 
of gaps. The similar problem has been studied by Oliver (1961), but he assumed that the vehicle arrival follows a 
Poisson distribution (then the headway is exponentially distributed).  
 
4.1 Count model construction 
 
  The count method is based on an elementary probability argument that the distributions of the arrival times 
determine the distribution of the number of events. The general principle of the method is introduced here. 
 
  Let ɒ୧ denote the waiting time between (iെ 1)୲h and i୲h event. Then the arrival time of the n୲h event (Ԃ୬) is 
given by 
 
Ԃ୬ = σ ɒ୧       n = 1, 2, …୬୧ୀଵ          (3) 
 
  Let N୘ represent the total number of events occurring during the interval [0, T]. For a fixed T, N୘ is a count 
variable. Based on the relationship between Ԃ୬ and N୘, we have: 
 
N୘ < n  iff  Ԃ୬ ൒ T 
 
  Thus, 
 
P(N୘ < n) = P(Ԃ୬ ൒ T) = 1െ F୬(T) 
 
  where F୬(T) is the cumulative distribution function of Ԃ୬, and P(ή) is the probability function. 
 
  Furthermore, 
 
P(N୘ = n) = P(N୘ < n + 1)െ P(N୘ < n) = F୬(T)െ F୬ାଵ(T)                (4) 
 
4.2 Gamma count distribution 
 
  Eq. 4 presents the fundamental relationship between the distributions of arrival times and the distribution of 
counts. Most of studies apply Eq. 4 to find the count distributions for the situation that waiting times are 
exponentially distributed. Winkelmann (1995) suggested that ɒ୧ are identically and independently Gamma 
distributed, with density function 
 
f(ɒ;Ƚ,Ⱦ) = ஒ
ಉ
୻(஑)
ɒ஑ିଵeିஒத                      Ƚ,Ⱦ א Rା                    (5) 
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  where Ȟ(ή) is the Gamma function, Ƚ is the shape parameter, and Ⱦ is the scale parameter. 
 
  According to the reproductive property of the Gamma distribution (Johnson & Kotz, 1970), the distribution of 
the arrival time of the n୲h event (Ԃ୬, the summation of ɒ୧, see Eq. 3) is still Gamma distributed with density 
 
f(Ԃ;Ƚ,Ⱦ) =
Ⱦ୬஑
Ȟ(nȽ)
Ԃ୬஑ିଵeିஒ஬ 
 
  Hence, the cumulative distribution function of Ԃ୬ is 
 
F୬(T) =
ଵ
୻(୬஑)׬ Ⱦ
୬஑Ԃ୬஑ିଵeିஒ஬dԂ୘଴ = G(nȽ,ȾT)      n = 1, 2, …                      (6) 
 
  where the integral is known as an incomplete Gamma function.  
 
  The Gamma count distribution can then be derived based on Eq. 4: 
 
P(N୘ = n) = G(nȽ,ȾT)െ G(nȽ+ Ƚ,ȾT)                      (7)           
 
  with G(0,ȾT) = 1. 
 
  Note if Ƚ is not an integer, no close-form expression is available for G(nȽ,ȾT). The asymptotic expansions 
(Abramowitz & Stegun, 1965) can be applied to evaluate the incomplete gamma function. In our research, we 
use the “gammainc” function in Matlab to calculate it.  
 
  The expected value and variance can be calculated by the following equations: 
 
E[N୘] = σ G(iȽ,ȾT)୧ୀଵ                                   (8) 
 
Var[N୘] = σ iଶ[G(iȽ,ȾT)୧ୀଵ െ G(iȽ+ Ƚ,ȾT)]െ E[N୘]ଶ           (9)              
 
  For increasing T, N୘ is asymptotically normal distributed with 
 
N୘~normal (
ஒ୘
஑
, ஒ୘
஑మ
)                                 (10) 
 
4.3 A traffic count distribution 
 
  However, Eq. 7 cannot be directly applied to estimate traffic counts since the waiting time between two 
consecutive vehicles is not the gap, but the time headway, which is the sum of the passage time (t୮) and time 
gap (t୥). 
 
ɒ୧ = t୮ + t୥       (11) 
 
  Since we fit a Gamma distribution for each data set, which is associated with a constant speed (note even for 
no-speed-change data, the distributions are slightly different for the data sets with different speed, see Fig. 7), t୮ 
becomes a constant value (according to Eq. 1) for each count distribution. Because t୮ is a constant value and t୥ 
is Gamma distributed, ɒ୧ becomes a shifted Gamma distribution (also called three-parameter Gamma or Pearson 
Type III) with density 
 
f(ɒ; ɉ,Ƚ,Ⱦ) = ஒ
ಉ
୻(஑)
(ɒ െ ɉ)஑ିଵeିஒ(தି஛)                                 (12) 
 
  where ɉ is the location parameter; ɉ =  t୮ =
୪౛
୴
. 
   
  More importantly, the shifted Gamma Distribution still has the reproductive property. Therefore the distribution 
of the arrival time of the n୲h event (Ԃ୬, the summation of ɒ୧) is still Gamma distributed with density 
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f(Ԃ; ɉ,Ƚ,Ⱦ) = ஒ
౤ಉ
୻(୬஑)
(Ԃ െ nɉ)୬஑ିଵeିஒ(஬ି୬஛)                              (13)                        
 
  The cumulative distribution function of Ԃ୬ is 
 
F୬(T) =
ଵ
୻(୬஑)׬ Ⱦ
୬஑(Ԃ െ nɉ)୬஑ିଵeିஒ(஬ି୬஛)dԂ୘଴ = G(nȽ,Ⱦ(Tെ nɉ))            (14) 
 
  And the shifted Gamma count distribution is 
 
P(N୘ = n) = G൫nȽ,Ⱦ(Tെ nɉ)൯ െ G൫nȽ+ Ƚ,Ⱦ(Tെ nɉ െ ɉ)൯         (15)    
 
  Therefore, by setting T=3600 sec, we have the distribution of traffic flow given that the time gaps between 
vehicles are Gamma distributed. Note for increasing T, N୘ is asymptotically normal distributed with 
 
N୘~normal (
ஒ୘
஑ାஒ஛
, ஑୘
ஒమ(ಉಊା஛)
య)                           (16) 
 
  Before we present the applications, we would like to clarify one important point first. The count method 
requires that waiting times (i.e. gaps) should be identically and independently distributed (i.i.d). So the concern 
here is that whether the time gaps selected by different drivers are identical and independent with each other. 
Some research mentions that the gaps chosen by the leading and following vehicles are not independent with 
each other when traffic is congested as indicated by the significant correlation between two consecutive gaps 
shown in the statistical testing results. But we have to clarify that if such correlation is caused by the two gaps 
themselves (i.e. the gap selected by the front driver has directly impacted the gap selection of the following 
driver), or is simply because two drivers have similar reactions to the same congested traffic environment (i.e. 
similar driving speed and maneuver). It is very possible that the correlation between gaps actually is the 
correlation between the gap selection and a specific traffic and driving condition. This is very possible because 
in fact, at most of situations, the following driver won’t (and sometimes can’t) know the gap selected by the front 
vehicle. So drivers’ selection of gaps is simply a personal decision reacting to the traffic environment, not the 
gap chosen by the front vehicle. To verify this point, we should exclude the impact of traffic and driving 
conditions, and then analyze the correlation between two consecutive gaps. To do so, we analyze the correlation 
between the first gap (Gap1) and second gap (Gap2) in a platoon, in which all vehicles are traveling with similar 
speed (speed difference is less than 1 mph) and drivers are not accelerating or decelerating. In this situation, the 
traffic and driving conditions are “fixed”, and we can see whether the first gap has an impact on the second one. 
Fig. 8 visually presents the relationship between Gap1 and Gap2 for two cases (speed = 23 mph and speed = 32 
mph). As shown in the figure, the correlation between two gaps can barely be seen. More rigorously, we applied 
the “correlate” function in SPSS 20 to statistically test the correlation between Gap1 and Gap2 by calculating the 
Pearson Correlation values for 21 data sets with speed varying from 20 mph to 40 mph. The testing results are 
presented in Table 2. The data were collected from 4 intersections (Int. Boone, Int. Winn, Int. Rhode, and Int. 
Glenwood). From the table, we can see that for most of cases, the correlations between Gap1 and Gap2 are not 
significant except for three cases with speeds of 20 mph, 24 mph, and 33 mph. Although this experiment is not a 
theoretical proof that drivers’ gap selection is identical and independent with each other, it does imply that the 
i.i.d assumption for the situation with the same traffic and driving conditions is reasonable. Further study on this 
topic is necessary. 
 
 
 
Fig. 8 Correlation between Gap1 and Gap2 
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Table 2. Correlation between Gap1 and Gap2 
 
 Pearson Correlation Sig. (2-tailed) 
Speed = 20 mph .359** .002 
Speed = 21 mph .034 .759 
Speed = 22 mph -.069 .530 
Speed = 23 mph .140 .175 
Speed = 24 mph .256* .015 
Speed = 25 mph -.149 .225 
Speed = 26 mph .124 .196 
Speed = 27 mph .127 .106 
Speed = 28 mph -.106 167 
Speed = 29 mph .081 .375 
Speed = 30 mph .010 .845 
Speed = 31 mph .008 .770 
Speed = 32 mph -.075 .144 
Speed = 33 mph -.120* .013 
Speed = 34 mph -.104 .075 
Speed = 35 mph .097 .087 
Speed = 36 mph -.025 .170 
Speed = 37 mph -.217 190 
Speed = 38 mph -.013 .917 
Speed = 39 mph -.129 .067 
Speed = 40 mph -.073 .232 
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed) 
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed) 
                                                           
4.4 The flow distributions and the FD 
 
  We now apply the count model to derive the distribution of traffic counts (i.e. flow). For each Gamma 
distribution, which is fitted based on a set of gap data with the same speed and driving condition, a traffic count 
distribution can be derived according to Eq. 15. This count distribution describes the probability of the 
occurrence of a possible flow rate given a speed and driving condition. Some results are presented in Fig. 9 
based on the data collected at the intersection of Boone Ave. The upper figure compares the flow distributions 
given different speed values (15 mph, 20 mph, and 30 mph respectively) under the same driving condition (no-
speed-change); and the lower figure compares the flow distributions for different driving conditions (no-speed-
change, acceleration, and deceleration respectively) given the same speed (15 mph). Each curve (indicated by 
different markers and colors) represents a flow distribution under the circumstance that all drivers are driving at 
a similar speed and only one driving condition (no-speed-change, acceleration, or deceleration) is involved. Each 
point on the curve represents the probability of the occurrence of a specific flow value under this condition. For 
example, the red curve with square marker in the upper figure describes the distribution of traffic flow under the 
condition that all drivers drive around 20 mph and do not accelerate or decelerate, and a point (1875, 0.032) in 
the curve shows the probability of the occurrence of the flow rate of 1875 veh/h is 0.032. From the figure, we 
can see that the average flow decreases with the decreasing speed (the upper figure); and acceleration and 
deceleration maneuvers change the traffic flow rates (the lower figure). Especially for deceleration, the flow rate 
significantly drops. 
 
  These distributions indicate that even all drivers drive at the same speed and with the same driving condition 
(i.e., stationary), the flow still has a variance, which is caused by the uncertainty of the gap selection made by 
each driver. With the probability function of traffic flow (Eq. 15), we can quantify the impact caused by the 
uncertainty in the gap selection on the macroscopic traffic flow variable. 
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Fig. 9 Traffic Flow Distributions for different speed and driving conditions 
(Data from Int. Boone) 
 
  The randomness of the traffic flow can be better seen from the 3D figures (Figs. 10 & 11), in which we project 
the probabilities to the traditional flow-speed and flow-density diagrams. Here density is derived from speed and 
flow. The x and y axles in the figures represent speed and flow (Fig. 10) or flow and density (Fig. 11) 
respectively, and z is the frequency of the occurrence of a specific flow value. Note we only present the 
congested regimes of the diagrams, since the data were collected when traffic was congested. In these 3D 
figures, speed-flow or flow-density shows a similar relationship as in traditional 2D figures; but the probabilities 
indicate that traffic flow varies for a fixed speed or density value. The variance of the flow contributes to the 
scatter in the speed-flow and flow-density diagrams, and the size (or range) of the scatter can be quantified using 
Eq. 9, which estimates the variance of the traffic flow.  
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Fig. 10 Speed-flow diagrams with frequency for different driving conditions
(Data from Int. Boone)
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Fig. 11 Flow-density diagrams with frequency for different driving conditions
(Data from Int. Boone)
We further presented the flow variances for different speeds and driving conditions based on the data collected
at the intersection of Boone Ave. (see Fig. 12). Fig. 12 implies that for all driving conditions, the variance of 
flow increases with the increase of speed. This is consistent with what have been observed in the previous
empirical studies that the biggest scatter happens in the middle area of the FD (between uncongested and 
congested regimes). But note the scatter is much smaller (as shown in Fig. 10 & 11) compared to the scatter 
reported by other empirical studies. The reason is that the empirical FDs in other studies were drawn based on
the aggregated measurements of flow and density (or occupancy), which mix different traffic (i.e. different 
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speeds) and driving conditions (i.e. acceleration and deceleration). The variance shown here is purely caused by 
the uncertainty of the drivers’ gap selections; therefore the variance is much smaller. 
 
 
 
Fig. 12 Flow variances for different speeds and driving conditions 
(Data from Int. Boone) 
 
  We also compared the 2D FDs for three different driving conditions (Fig. 13). The FDs are derived based on 
the mean flow values estimated by Eq. 8. We presented the comparison results for two intersections (Int. Boone 
Ave. and Int. Rhode Ave.). As we can see from the figure, different driving conditions significantly impact the 
shape of the FDs. The trend lines indicate that the right-hand-side of the FD most likely is a linear line for no-
speed-change condition (with R2 = 0.963 and 0.966 for Int. Boone Ave. and Int. Rhode Ave. respectively); but 
when speed change is involved, the FD becomes a convex quadratic curve for acceleration (with R2 = 0.771 and 
0.812 for two intersections respectively) or a concave quadratic curve for deceleration (with R2 = 0.865 and 
0.948 for two intersections respectively). The maximum flow differences between these FDs may also offer an 
explanation for the phenomenon of the “capacity drop” observed by other researchers (e.g. Hall & Agyemang-
Duah, 1991). As shown in the figure, the drop of the capacity value (i.e. the maximum flow rate) may be simply 
because that after traffic breaks down drivers accelerate or decelerate their vehicles when they pass through the 
bottleneck. The change of driving behaviors leads to the capacity drop.  
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Fig. 13 The FDs based on the mean values of flow for different driving conditions 
(Data from Int. Boone and Int. Rhode respectively) 
 
5. Concluding remarks 
 
  In this research, we report our recent investigation on drivers’ gap selection behavior based on a large amount 
of time gap data collected from a signalized arterial link with 6 intersections. The major findings include: 
 
1) There is an uncertainty for drivers’ gap selection. 
2) The average time gaps selected by drivers display little variation when drivers do not accelerate or 
decelerate. However, when drivers are accelerating or decelerating, on average, they choose different 
time gaps with different speeds. Specifically, during accelerating, drivers choose larger gaps when 
speed is higher; but during decelerating, drivers prefer smaller gaps when speed is higher.  
3) The time gaps selected by drivers who drive at a similar speed and do not change driving maneuvers 
(no-speed-change, acceleration, or deceleration) can be described by a Gamma distribution or a Log-
Normal distribution. There is no significant difference between these two distribution fittings. 
 
  We further study the impact of the uncertainty on the macroscopic traffic variables by considering the road 
traffic as a stochastic process. Based on the observation that gaps between vehicles are Gamma distributed, we 
derived a shifted Gamma traffic count distribution to describe the randomness of traffic flow caused by the 
uncertainty of drivers’ gap selection. The distribution is then used to derive the FDs. We found out that the 
uncertainty of drivers’ gap selection partially contributes to the scatter in the FDs, and the shape of the FD 
changes with driving conditions: the right-hand-side of the FD most likely is a linear line for no-speed-change 
condition; but it becomes a convex curve when vehicles are accelerating and a concave curve when decelerating. 
Additionally, the maximum flow differences between the FDs for different driving conditions also suggest that 
the “capacity drop” may be simply because drivers accelerate or decelerate their vehicles when they pass through 
the bottleneck after traffic breaks down.  
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  However, there are some unresolved issues in this paper which we would like to point out here for discussion 
and future research: 
 
1) Impact of the effective vehicle length. To estimate speed, we assume a constant effective vehicle length 
of 25 ft. Although this number has been well calibrated in our previous research, this assumption will 
bring errors for speed estimation and data categorization. Clearly, although such impact could be very 
small, the variance in the effective vehicle lengths contributes to the scatter in the FD. So more 
precisely, the range of scatter we quantified in this paper is not only caused by the uncertainly of 
drivers’ gap selection, but also impacted by the small variance in vehicle length. We are not able to 
eliminate the impact caused by the variance of the vehicle length using the data we have in this 
research, but the method provided in this paper can be applied if the better data is available. 
2) Definitions of no-speed-change, acceleration, deceleration, and platoon. An important step of this study 
is to distinguish data according to driving conditions (no-speed-change, acceleration, and deceleration) 
since directly analyzing the data from mixed conditions could provide an incomplete or even wrong 
picture of drivers’ reactions. We use platoons to differentiate driving conditions. Specifically, we require 
that the size of a platoon should be equal to or larger than four. The reason is that we try to find a 
“stable” driving status. As we know, under congested traffic conditions, drivers often change driving 
maneuvers. The vehicles in a platoon with size less than four could be in a transition between 
acceleration and deceleration. Using the platoon with a larger size of four or more will give us more 
confidence that vehicles are in a “stable” driving condition, and therefore help us analyze the impact of 
different driving conditions on the FD.   
3) Impact of signal operations. All conclusions we made in this paper is based on the data collected from a 
signalized arterial. Although the methodology introduced here is general and can be applied to freeway 
traffic, the gap selection behaviors observed in this research could be different with the behaviors on 
freeway. Also, the FD derived in this paper, which is based on drivers’ behavior on signalized arterials 
could be merely for arterials. Future research using freeway data is necessary. 
4) Last, in this paper, we only studied the gap data when traffic is congested, and the data used in this 
research involve very litter lane-changing since most of data were collected from advanced and stop-bar 
detectors and within the area from advanced detector to stop-line, the lane-changing is very little. So 
basically we did not consider the impact from lane-changing but only three driving conditions: no-
speed-change, acceleration, and deceleration. The impact of lane-changing will be an interesting topic 
for future research. 
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